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those who commit them are people with some kind They lack brains or strength of character, often both together. They act in obedience to the baser passions. They have a taste for blood, or, if not, at least a horror of regular work, an ingrained idleness. In short, they are, quite simply, criminals. Whereas there might be " authors of crime."
" I might make up a second letter for the rue Vandamme. Good-bye to the lady-love. She is too much of a fool to notice any difference in the writing. Besides, emotion would blind her eyes. There remain the safe and the parcel.... How can a man as well endowed as I am come to commit a crime ? Because he makes up his mind, at a given moment, that crime is the most logical way out. I don't like that word e crime/ I don't quite see what it answers to. The parcel in the safe. I must get hold of that at all costs. The letter might contain one last request: f I beg you to hand over the parcel to my lawyer/ No more precise reference. No confession. Simply : c I am killing myself to escape dishonour. I have entrusted my lawyer with clearing my memory. In the name of all you hold most sacred, help him.'"
As he said these words inside himself, he looked at the man to whom he was lending them, who was walking in silence beside him. The printer's face was beginning to catch the light from the inn, now much nearer and stronger than any street-lamp. The pockets under his grey eyes looked like marks left by an executioner's thumb on flesh already mortified.
On the glass of the front was a sign : " The Boatman of Lifcy," and " Refreshments at all hours."
*e Are we going in ? " asked Leheudry.
And Quinette rediscovered his usual courtesy as he replied:
" Yes> certainly, if you like."

